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If you are taking the MCAT by January 23, 2015, and want practice tests, this is your book. Every

year medical school admissions get more competitive, making a high score on the MCAT an

essential part of a candidateÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s application. At a time when fewer than 40 percent of

students who apply get accepted to any school, while top institutions routinely accept fewer than 10

percent of all applicants, prospective students must stand out among the crowd.Ã‚Â More people

get into medical school with a Kaplan MCAT course than all major courses combined.

Ã‚Â Practicing with test-like materials is a critical part of getting a score that will do that, and

itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s imperative for students to have the most up to date materials and practice tests for their

prep.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â This book includes:4 full-length practice tests: 2 in the book, 2 online computer-based

examsDetailed answer explanations for every question in all practice testsFive full chapters of

strategies, covering each major section of the testOnline reporting on your strengths and

weaknesses by topicÃ‚Â 
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CelebratingÃ‚Â 75Ã‚Â years as the world leader in the test prep industry,Ã‚Â Kaplan Test Prep

(www.kaptest.com) is a premier provider of educational and career services for individuals, schools

and businesses. With a comprehensive menu of online offerings as well as a complete array of print



books and digital products, Kaplan offers preparation for more than 90 standardized tests, including

entrance exams for secondary school, college and graduate school, as well as professional

licensing exams for attorneys, physicians and nurses.Ã‚Â  Kaplan also provides private tutoring and

graduate admissions consulting services.

TOC, Chapter 1 --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

This book was worth the $25 I spent. I bought it because AAMC only offers about 8 practice MCATs

for purchase, and I did not want to use all of them in case I had to retake the test. Some key

differences between the Kaplan and official AAMC Practice tests (on e-mcat.com) are:(1) The

physical sciences in Kaplan are more calculation intensive than AAMC. I believe this practice in

doing more calculation-heavy PS sections really helped me on the real test. (2) The Kaplan scale for

scores is waaaaay more lax than AAMC. I scored a 14 in Physical Sciences on one and I missed

like 8-10 questions. No way. (3) The biological sciences sections are a bit easier than AAMC, but

still good practice. I felt like the Kaplan Verbal sections were a bit harder, but, again, good

practice.While studying, I switched off between the companies' FLs; I would take an AAMC FL one

day, then a Kaplan FL a few days later, then AAMC a few days after that etc until the big day. My

AAMC practice range was 28-30. My Kaplan practice range was 27-35. I went in hoping and praying

for a balanced 30, since I felt the Kaplan scores were a bit unrealistic. My real score: a balanced

33.Overall, I felt that this was a valuable resource of full length practice tests, and would

recommend it. I believe that using this book as a study tool resulted in the +4 point difference

between my actual score and my AAMC practice average. That being said, don't read into Kaplan's

predictive scaled scores too much. It will give you false hope.

Came the in two days. Our kid studied and got a respectable score of 30 something on his first try.

He said he would recommend it to anyone who is studying for MCAT.

Somewhat useful

Indispensable part of my preparations - comprehensive, realistic, and extensive. Would recommend.

The practice test booklet came on time and in good condition. It was exactly as described and I'm

using it to study for my MCAT



Good study

Taking other practice tests would have cost me a great deal of money. This package was definitely

worth the price and it was all of such great quality.

Isn't able to access the online portion....
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